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Glycine-N-methyltransferase (GNMT) is essential to preserve liver homeostasis. Cirrhotic patients show low expression
of GNMT that is absent in hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) samples. Accordingly, GNMT deficiency in mice leads to
steatohepatitis, fibrosis, cirrhosis, and HCC. Lack of GNMT triggers NK cell activation in GNMT� /� mice and depletion
of TRAIL significantly attenuates acute liver injury and inflammation in these animals. Chronic inflammation leads to
fibrogenesis, further contributing to the progression of chronic liver injury regardless of the etiology. The aim of our study
is to elucidate the implication of TRAIL-producing NK cells in the progression of chronic liver injury and fibrogenesis. For
this we generated double TRAIL� /� /GNMT� /� mice in which we found that TRAIL deficiency efficiently protected
the liver against chronic liver injury and fibrogenesis in the context of GNMT deficiency. Next, to better delineate the
implication of TRAIL-producing NK cells during fibrogenesis we performed bile duct ligation (BDL) to GNMT� /� and
TRAIL� /� /GNMT� /� mice. In GNMT� /� mice, exacerbated fibrogenic response after BDL concurred with NK1.1þ cell
activation. Importantly, specific inhibition of TRAIL-producing NK cells efficiently protected GNMT� /� mice from
BDL-induced liver injury and fibrogenesis. Finally, TRAIL� /� /GNMT� /� mice showed significantly less fibrosis after BDL
than GNMT� /� mice further underlining the relevance of the TRAIL/DR5 axis in mediating liver injury and fibrogenesis
in GNMT� /� mice. Finally, in vivo silencing of DR5 efficiently protected GNMT� /� mice from BDL-liver injury and
fibrogenesis, overall underscoring the key role of the TRAIL/DR5 axis in promoting fibrogenesis in the context of absence
of GNMT. Overall, our work demonstrates that TRAIL-producing NK cells actively contribute to liver injury and further
fibrogenesis in the pathological context of GNMT deficiency, a molecular scenario characteristic of chronic human liver
disease.
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Glycine-N-methyltransferase (GNMT) is the most abundant
methyltransferase in the liver. The relevance of GNMT in
preserving liver homeostasis relies on its ability to tightly
control the catabolism of SAMe, the main methyl donor of
the body.1 GNMT is downregulated in cirrhotic patients
(from HCV and ASH etiologies) and is absent in HCC
samples.2 In accordance, we described that mice lacking GNMT
(GNMT� /� ) develop spontaneous steatosis that progresses to
steatohepatitis, cirrhosis, and HCC.3 More recently, we found
that GNMT deficiency correlates with strong activation of NK

cells, which mediate endotoxin-mediated inflammation and
acute liver injury through TRAIL.4 Moreover, we found that
GNMT-deficient livers and hepatocytes expressed more
TRAILR2/DR5, further suggesting that the TRAIL/DR5 axis
may have a key role in the progression of NASH that spon-
taneously develop in GNMT� /� animals. Nevertheless, the
implication of TRAIL/NK cells during chronic liver injury and
fibrogenesis was not further explored.

Chronic liver injury leads to fibrogenesis and eventually
to cirrhosis and HCC. Fibrosis is a common feature of the
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pathogenesis of chronic liver disease regardless of the etiol-
ogy; NASH, HCV infection, alcohol abuse, primary biliary
cirrhosis (PBC), and autoimmune hepatitis.5 In the context
of chronic liver injury, inflammation actively contributes to
fibrogenesis, although the molecular mechanisms underlying
this progression are poorly understood. It is commonly
accepted that hepatocyte apoptotic cell death promotes an
inflammatory response to remove cell debris, which in turn
activates hepatic stellate cells (HSCs) to deposit collagen, in a
tissue remodeling/scarring process. Kupffer cells (KCs) are
the main cell compartment mediating this process, although
HSC can also be directly activated by phagocytosis of
apoptotic hepatocytes.6,7 Thus, the innate immune system
and HSC are closely linked during fibrogenesis.

NKT/NK cells are part of the innate immune system, re-
presenting the first line of defense of the liver. NKT and NK
cells seem to have differential roles during fibrogenesis. Thus,
increased presence of NKT cells in cirrhotic livers contributes
to fibrogenesis during NASH,8 whereas NK cells are com-
monly described as antifibrogenic due to their ability to
promote apoptosis of HSC through TRAIL/DR5 and
NKG2D-RAE1.9,10 Interestingly, a number of reports show
NK cell activation during cholestatic liver diseases in patients.
Thus, NK cells have a cytotoxic effect against autologous
biliary cells/cholangiocytes in PBC and PSC patients11–13 and
TRAIL produced by NK cells contributes to cholestatic liver
injury in mice.14 In addition, in the context of NASH pro-
gression the presence of major histocompatibility complex A
and B proteins (MIC A/B), stress ligands recognized by NK
cells, directly correlate with the fibrosis stage in patients.15

Overall, these studies suggest the potential implication of NK
cells in mediating liver injury during chronic liver disease,
although its fibrogenic role remains uncertain.

Taking all this together, in the present work we aim to
investigate the molecular mechanisms leading to fibrogenesis
in the pathological context of GNMT deficiency, a scenario
found in cirrhotic patients. Here, we provide evidence that
TRAIL is a key factor in the development of the spontaneous
pathogenic phenotype observed in the liver of GNMT-defi-
cient animals. In addition, we describe that NK cell activation
concurs with exacerbated fibrogenesis in the context of
GNMT deficiency after bile duct ligation (BDL). Finally,
through different experimental strategies we show that selec-
tive inhibition of TRAIL-producing NK cells, knockdown of
TRAIL and in vivo silencing of DR5 in GNMT� /� mice
efficiently protects the liver from BDL-induced liver injury,
overall attenuating fibrogenesis in GNMT� /� mice.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
GNMT Knockout Animals
GNMT� /� mice were generated as previously described.16

TRAIL� /� mice were kindly provided by Amgen. Double
KO mice were obtained crossing GNMT� /� with TRAIL� /�

mice. Male 8- to 12-week-old mice were used in our
experiments. BDL was performed as previously described.17

Animals were treated according to the guidelines of the
National Academy of Sciences (National Institutes of Health
publication 86-23, revised 1985). Animal husbandry and pro-
cedures were approved by the Department of Environment,
Planning, Agriculture and Fisheries of the Basque Country
Government. All experiments shown in this MS were per-
formed following the guidelines of the CICbioGUNE Facility
with AALAC certificate.

Immunohistochemistry
Paraffin-embedded liver samples were sectioned, dewaxed,
and hydrated. Immunohistochemistry (IHC) was performed
using GNMT Ab, F4/80 (Serotec) and nuclei were counter-
stained with hematoxylin. Fibrosis was determined with
Sirius Red staining and IF using aSmooth Muscle Actin (aSMA)
Ab (Sigma), labeled with Cy3 (red). Nuclei were counterstained
with DAPI (blue). Quantification of F4/80, aSMA, and collagen
deposition in Sirius Red-stained sections were analyzed using
the Frida software and represented as the % of the stained area
relative to the total area (power field). Five to ten fields per
sample were pictured and analyzed.

Liver Injury Experimental Model
BDL was performed as previously described.17

Human PBC Samples
GNMT was assessed using IHC in sections of deparaffinized
liver samples obtained by percutaneous biopsy in five patients
and samples from the explanted liver in three patients. The
diagnosis of PBC was established by liver biopsy with charac-
teristic features of the disease and presence of antimitochon-
drial antibodies. Biochemical and histological cholestasis
were very prominent in the explanted samples, whereas
features of chronic nonsuppurative cholangitis, portal
inflammation, and ductopenia with fewer prominent bio-
chemical cholestasis were present in the five patients in the
initial stages of the disease. All the latter patients had Lud-
wig’s stage I, whereas two of the explanted livers had cirrhosis
and the remaining livers had septal fibrosis (Ludwig’s
stage III) and severe ductopenia. The Ethical Committee of
the institution approved the study and all participants pro-
vided written informed consent.

Characterization of Liver Damage and Cell Death
Alanine aminotransferase (ALT), aspartate aminotransferase
(AST), and bilirubin were determined in serum samples.
Histological analysis of the liver parenchyma was performed
in liver sections that were stained with hematoxylin & eosin
(H&E). Cell death was determined on frozen liver sections
with TUNEL assay using the In Situ Cell Death Detection Kit
(Roche diagnosis) following the manufacturer’s instructions.
Caspase-3 activity was quantified in snap-frozen livers as
described.18 The presence of TNF was determined by ELISA
(R&D systems) in whole-liver extracts.
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RNA Isolation and Quantitative Real-Time PCR
RNA was isolated with TriZol Reagent (Invitrogen) followed
by first-strand synthesis with Oligo dT primers and reverse
transcription with M-MLV Reverse Transcriptase (Invitro-
gen). Quantitative real-time PCR (RT-PCR) was performed
using SYBR Green reagent (Quantas biosciences) in a MyiQ
single color Real-time PCR detection system (Bio-Rad). Gene
expression was normalized using glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate
dehydrogenase (GAPDH) and expressed in times vs control
expression. Primers can be provided under request.

Western Blot Analysis
Whole-liver protein extracts were resolved in sodium dodecyl
sulfate–polyacrylamide gels and transferred to nitrocellulose
membranes (Whatman). Membranes were probed with the
following primary antibodies: DR5 and p-JNK1/2 (Thr 183/
Tyr185) from Cell signaling. FADD was obtained from Santa
Cruz Biotechnology. As a loading control, we used GAPDH
antibody (Abcam). As secondary antibodies, we used anti-
rabbit-IgG-HRP-linked (Cell Signaling) and anti-mouse
IgG-HRP-linked (Santa Cruz Biotechnology).

MNC Isolation and Flow Cytometric Analysis
Liver MNCs were obtained as previously described.19 In brief,
liver MNCs were isolated by enzymatic digestion with colla-
genase IV (Worthtington) during 30min at 371. Extracts
were passed through a 12-mm-mesh (Becton Dickinson).
MNCs were pelleted and washed by centrifugation at 300 g
for 10min. Erythrocytes were removed using PharmLyse
lysing buffer (BD). Cells were stained with CD45-APC-Cy7,
CD3-APC, NK1.1-PE-Cy7, and TRAIL-PE (BD). Flow cyto-
metry analysis was performed on a FACS Canto II (BD) and
data were analyzed with the FlowJo software (Tree Star).
NK1.1þ /CD3� (NK) and NK1.1þ /CD3þ (NKT) cells were
isolated in a FACSaria cell sorter.

NK/NKT and NK Cell Depletion
NK/NKT and specific NK cell depletion was achieved by i.p.
administration of 250 mg/mouse of NK1.1þ antibody
purified from hybridoma PK-136 (American Type Culture
Collection) culture supernatants as previously described19

and by ASIALO, respectively. Both ASIALO and NK1.1þ Abs
were injected 24 h before BDL and every 72 h after surgery.
As control group, GNMT� /� mice were injected with IgG
(250 mg/mouse from BD Bioscience) at the same time points
as ASIALO and NK1.1þ Ab.

In vivo DR5 Overexpression
The TRAILR2/DR5 short hairpin (sh)RNA was cloned into
the retroviral expression vector pSM2C (Open Biosystems) to
induce sequence-specific silencing of DR5 in GNMT� /�

mice. ShDR5 was administered by hydrodynamic i.v. injec-
tion at 24 h before BDL and every 72 h after surgery.

Statistical Analysis
Data are expressed as mean±s.d. of the mean. Statistical
significance was determined by two-way analysis of variance
followed by a Student’s t-test.

RESULTS
Reduced GNMT Expression in Patients with Cholestatic
Liver Disease
Previous work showed that GNMT expression is significantly
downregulated in cirrhotic patients from alcohol and HCV
etiologies.2 Here we show that expression of GNMT was also
decreased in the context of chronic cholestatic liver disease.
Thus, livers from patients with PBC, both at initial stages and
in patients with advanced disease who were transplanted, had
significantly lower levels of GNMT than healthy livers as
shown by IHC and further quantification (Figures 1a and b).
The finding that attenuation of GNMT was found at early
stages of cholestatic liver disease, where fibrosis is not pro-
minent, points to GNMT deficiency as a contributor/
mediator of fibrogenesis rather than a consequence.

TRAIL Deficiency Reverts the Spontaneous Damaging
Phenotype found in GNMT� /� Mice
Supporting the relevance of GNMT as a key factor in pre-
serving liver homeostasis, we previously described that
GNMT-deficient mice (GNMT� /� ) show spontaneous
steatohepatitis, cirrhosis, and HCC development, mimicking
the pathogenesis of NASH in humans.3 Importantly, GNMT
deficiency correlated with NK cell activation already at initial
stages of liver disease, when mice show only a mild damaging
phenotype.4 Moreover, TRAIL-producing NK cell depletion
efficiently protected the liver against endotoxin-induced liver
injury. However, the implication of TRAIL in the context of
chronic liver disease was not further examined.

In order to investigate the contribution of TRAIL to chronic
liver disease we generated TRAIL- and GNMT-deficient mice
(TRAIL� /� /GNMT� /� ). TRAIL� /� /GNMT� /� mice
showed an apparent remission of the spontaneous damaging
phenotype found in GNMT� /� mice.3 H&E staining
evidenced a clear attenuation of the liver parenchymal
damage, especially in 9-month-old TRAIL� /� /GNMT� /�

mice compared with GNMT� /� animals (Figure 2a).
Moreover, we observed a significant reduction of liver
fibrogenesis in 3- and 9-month-old TRAIL� /� /GNMT� /�

mice compared with GNMT� /� animals as evidenced by
Sirius red staining (Figure 2b) and further quantification
using the Frida software (Figure 2c). Further analysis using
qRT-PCR confirmed the beneficial impact of TRAIL defi-
ciency in the spontaneous fibrogenesis observed in GNMT� /�

animals as evidenced by lower expression of collagen 1A1,
aSMA, and TGFb found in 9-month-old TRAIL� /� /
GNMT� /� mice (Figure 2d). Macroscopical analysis further
confirmed the important beneficial impact of TRAIL defi-
ciency on GNMT-deficient mice in the attenuation of the
cirrhotic/tumorigenic phenotype found in GNMT� /� mice
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at 9 months of age (Figure 2e). Importantly, the improved
phenotype found in TRAIL� /� /GNMT� /� mice correlated
with a significantly lower activation of NK cells. Hence, we
found a significantly higher number of NK1.1þ /CD3� (NK)
cells in TRAIL� /� /GNMT� /� animals compared with
GNMT� /� mice at 3 months of age (Figure 2f). Restoration
of the presence of NK cells to a percentage comparable to WT
animals, correlated with a lower expression of NK cell acti-
vation markers such as IFNg, Granzyme, and CCL5
determined using qRT-PCR analysis in FACSaria isolated
NK1.1þcells (Figure 2g). Overall, TRAIL deficiency effi-
ciently restored the number and activation status of NK cells;
NK1.1þ /CD3� cells in GNMT� /� mice that reached
comparable levels to WT animals (Figures 2f and g). These
data support the implication of TRAIL-producing NK cells in
mediating liver injury and fibrogenesis in the pathological
context of reduced GNMT expression.

Extensive Fibrosis and Liver Damage in GNMT� /� Mice
after BDL Concurs with Activation of NK1.1þ Cells
The significant attenuation of the progression of chronic
liver disease and, accordingly, the lower fibrosis/cirrhosis
observed in TRAIL� /� /GNMT� /� mice (Figure 2) may
seem conflicting with the antifibrogenic characteristic

TRAIL-producing NK cells described by others.9,10 Thus,
with the aim to elucidate the contribution of TRAIL-
producing NK cells to fibrogenesis, we used a well-established
animal model of fibrogenesis: BDL.

First, we found that only 25% of GNMT� /� mice
survived the BDL up to 21 days, whereas survival was 60% in
GNMT WT animals (GNMTþ /þ ; Supplementary
Figure 1A). The increased activation of HSCs and abundant
collagen deposition found in GNMT� /� mice were evi-
denced by aSMA IF (Figure 3a) and Sirius Red staining
(Figure 3b) in liver sections and further quantification was
carried out at 14 and 21 days after BDL (Supplementary
Figure 1B). qPCR analysis of aSMA and collagen1A1 expres-
sion confirmed the increased pro-fibrogenic response in
GNMT� /� mice after BDL in comparison with WT animals
(Figure 3c). Interestingly, BDL led to significant increase of
TLR9 in GNMT� /� mice (Figure 3c), a receptor involved
in the activation of HSC after engulfment of apoptotic
hepatocyte–DNA.7

Importantly, the increased fibrogenesis observed in GNMT� /�

mice correlated with strong activation of NK1.1þ cells. Thus,
FACS analysis revealed a lower presence of NK1.1þ cells in
livers from GNMT� /� mice 14 days after BDL (Figure 3d),
which denotes their activation.4 This was supported by the

Figure 1 Low GNMT expression in human PBC livers. (a) IHC and (b) further quantification using the FRIDA software showing lower GNMT expression

in human samples from PBC patients at initial stages or after transplantation compared with healthy controls. n¼ 8–10. **Po0.01 (healthy vs early PBC

and healthy vs late PBC). Error bars represent s.d.
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higher expression of TRAIL found in liver NK1.1þ cells from
GNMT� /� mice after BDL (Figure 3e). In addition, the ele-
vated expression of granzyme and perforin, the mediators of

NK1.1þ cell-mediated cell death, and RANTES/CCL5 found
in GNMT� /� mice after BDL confirmed the activation
of these cells (Supplementary Figure 1C). We previously

Figure 2 TRAIL deficiency reverts the spontaneous damaging phenotype in GNMT� /� mice, which show attenuated NK cell activation. (a) H&E

staining and (b) Sirius Red staining and (c) further quantification using the FRIDA software showing attenuation of liver injury and fibrogenesis in

TRAIL� /� /GNMT� /� mice compared with GNMT� /� at 3 and 9 months of age. (d) qRT-PCR analysis showing increased Collagen1A1, aSMA, and TGFb
expression in 9-month-old GNMT� /� mice compared with TRAIL� /� /GNMT� /�mice that show comparable levels to WT animals. (e) Macroscopic view

of livers from GNMT� /� and TRAIL� /� /GNMT� /� mice evidencing apparent regression of the damaging phenotype in the 9 months of age double-

KO animals. (f) Dot plot of FACS analysis and bar plot showing restoration of the number of NK1.1þ cells in TRAIL� /� /GNMT� /� mice compared with

GNMT� /� animals, all 3-month-old. Bar graph: NK cells GNMTþ /þ vs GNMT� /� , **Po0.01; NK cells GNMT� /� vs GNMT� /� /TRAIL� /� , **Po0.01;

NKT cells, *Po0.05. (g) qPCR analysis on FACSaria isolated NK1.1þ cells confirming low activation in TRAIL� /� /GNMT� /� cells compared with

GNMT� /� cells. n¼ 5–10. *Po0.05; **Po0.01, ***Po0.001 (GNMT� /� vs TRAIL� /� /GNMT� /� ). Error bars represent s.d.
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described that NK cells were cytotoxic against GNMT� /�

hepatocytes and actively contribute to liver injury.4

Accordingly, increased liver injury in GNMT� /� mice after
BDL was evidenced by high-serum transaminases and
bilirubin levels (Supplementary Figure 1D) and H&E stain-
ing on liver sections showing wide necrotic areas
(Supplementary Figure 1E, G). The increased apoptosis in
GNMT� /� mice after BDL compared with WT mice was
evidenced using TUNEL assay (Supplementary Figure 1F) and

quantification of caspase-3 activity (Supplementary Figure 1G,
lower panel). Importantly, increased NK1.1þ cell activation
and liver injury in GNMT� /� mice correlated with higher
mRNA and protein expression of DR5 observed in GNMT� /�

mice, which may contribute to the cytotoxicity of TRAIL-
producing NK1.1þ cells after BDL (Figures 3f and g). In
accordance, strong and sustained phosphorylation of JNK,
the downstream kinase activated upon DR5 engagement, was
found in GNMT� /� animals after BDL (Figure 3g).

Figure 3 Exacerbated fibrogenesis in GNMT� /� mice concurs with activation of NK1.1þ cells (a) IF using an aSMA Ab and (b) Sirius Red staining

showed increased fibrosis in GNMT� /� mice. (c) qPCR analysis of mRNA expression of aSMA, collagen1A1, and TLR9 confirmed HSC activation. (d) Dot

plot of FACS analysis on isolated liver mononuclear cells (MNCs) showing lower number of CD45þ /NK1.1.þ cells in GNMT� /� mice. (e) Histogram

showing higher presence of TRAIL in the cell surface of NK1.1þ cells in GNMT� /� liver MNCs. Bar plot representing the data obtained by FACS

analysis showing low presence of NK1.1þ cells correlating with high expression of TRAIL in GNMT� /� liver MNCs. (f) qPCR analysis showing increased

DR5 mRNA expression in GNMT� /� mice. (g) Western blot analysis confirmed that GNMT� /� mice have higher expression of DR5 after BDL

correlating with increased phosphorylation of JNK after surgery. n¼ 5–7. *Po0.05; **Po0.01; ***Po0.001 (GNMTþ /þ vs GNMT� /� ). Error bars

represent s.d.
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Tissue destruction triggers the inflammatory response in
an attempt to remove cell debris, mainly mediated by KCs.
Previous work highlighted the implication of KC during
fibrogenesis in different experimental models.20,21 Interestingly,
despite the more severe liver injury and fibrosis observed in
GNMT� /� mice we found lower presence of F4/80-positive
cells after BDL compared with WT animals (Supplementary
Figure 1H). Finally, TNF serum levels were lower in GNMT� /�

mice compared with WT after 14 days supporting the low
activation of KC observed (Supplementary Figure 1I). These
data are consistent with the lower KC activation described in
GNMT� /� mice in response to LPS, where NK cells but not
KC mediated endotoxin-liver damage.4

Inhibition of NK1.1þ Cells Protects the Liver against
Injury and Fibrogenesis after BDL in the Absence of
GNMT
GNMT� /� mice show increased NK1.1þ cell activation that
coincides with increased fibrogenesis after BDL (Figure 3).
NK1.1 is a cell surface marker of both NK and NKT cells,
which have shown opposing roles during fibrogenesis.8,10

Our data point to a role of TRAIL-producing NK cells in
mediating liver injury and fibrogenesis in the absence of
GNMT (Figure 2). Therefore, with the aim to better delineate
the implication of NK cells during this process we performed
two experimental approaches: (i) we inhibited the whole
NK1.1þ cell compartment using an NK1.1-depleting anti-
body and (ii) we specifically depleted NK cells using the anti-
ASIALO-GM1 antibody (ASIALO) before and after BDL.

The important beneficial impact of NK1.1þ cell depletion
was evidenced by the 100% survival of NK1.1/GNMT� /�

mice after BDL, in clear contrast to the high mortality
observed in GNMT� /� mice (Figure 4a). Lower serum
transaminase levels improved liver histology showing less
necrotic areas, reduced presence of TUNEL-positive cells and
lower caspase-3 activity confirmed the beneficial impact
of NK1.1þ cell depletion on attenuating liver injury in
GNMT� /� mice after BDL (Figures 4b–d). In accordance
with reduced cell death, liver fibrosis was significantly atte-
nuated in NK1.1/GNMT� /� mice as evidenced by aSMA IF,
Sirius Red staining, further quantification and qPCR of
aSMA and collagen 1A1 expression (Figures 4e–g). In addi-
tion, the decreased expression of TLR9 found in NK1.1/
GNMT� /� mice after BDL further supported the lower
activation of HSC (Figure 4g).

KC activation was partially restored in NK1.1/GNMT� /�

mice as shown by F4/80 IHC and TNF serum levels (Supple-
mentary Figure 2A, B), suggesting an inhibitory crosstalk
between KC and NK cells in the absence of GNMT. Finally,
inhibition of NK1.1þ cells in GNMT� /� mice correlated
with lower DR5 expression and less activation of JNK after
BDL (Figure 4g and h).

Overall, our data suggest that NK1.1þ cell activation leads
to increased liver injury, strongly contributing to fibrogenesis
after BDL in the context of GNMT absence.

Selective Inhibition of TRAIL-Producing NK Cells has an
Antifibrogenic Effect after BDL in the Absence of GNMT
NK cells are described as the main producers of TRAIL in the
liver.22,23 Here we provide further evidence that NK cells
isolated from GNMT� /� mice express significantly more
TRAIL than NKT cells (Supplementary Figure 3A). More-
over, we also show that NK cells from GNMT� /� mice
express more TRAIL than GNMTþ /þ animals both using
FACS analysis and qRT-PCR analysis in FASCaria isolated
cells (Supplementary Figure 3B, C), further supporting the
potential implication of TRAIL-producing NK cells in the
pathogenesis of GNMT� /� mice.

Next, in order to better delineate the implication of
TRAIL-producing NK cells during fibrogenesis, we specifi-
cally depleted this cell compartment using the anti-ASIALO-
GM1 antibody (ASIALO). Similarly to what we found in
NK1.1/GNMT� /� animals, liver fibrosis was significantly
attenuated in ASIALO/GNMT� /� mice as evidenced by
aSMA, Sirius Red staining, and further quantification
(Figures 5a and b). qPCR of aSMA and collagen 1A1
expression confirmed the reduced fibrosis found in ASIALO/
GNMT� /� mice after BDL. In addition, the decreased
expression of TLR9 found in ASIALO/GNMT� /� mice
after BDL pointed to a lower activation of HSC (Figure 5b).
The beneficial impact of specific inhibition of NK cells was
supported by the high survival rate in ASIALO/GNMT� /�

mice compared with GNMT� /� animals (Figure 5c).
Further analysis of serum transaminases (Figure 5d),
H&E staining, and TUNEL assay (Figures 5e and f) con-
firmed the significant improvement of the liver parenchyma
status and the attenuation of cell death in NK cell-depleted
mice after BDL. ASIALO/GNMT� /� mice showed reduced
DR5 expression and attenuated activation of JNK 14 days
after BDL (Figures 5g and h). Finally, ASIALO/GNMT� /�

mice showed partial recovery of KC activation evidenced
by F4/80 IHC and TNF ELISA (Supplementary Figure 4A, B),
supporting the regulation between cell compartments
in the context of cholestatic-liver damage in GNMT� /�

animals.
In parallel, a control group receiving IgG showed no

significant differences in fibrogenesis and liver injury when
compared with the uninjected GNMT� /� mice, overall
proving that the latter group can be considered as a proper
control for both NK1.1þ and ASIALO-treated groups
(Supplementary Figure 5).

Overall, our data point to the implication of TRAIL-pro-
ducing NK cells in mediating BDL-induced liver injury and
further fibrogenesis in the absence of GNMT.

TRAIL Deficiency Attenuates Fibrogenesis in GNMT� /�

Mice but Exacerbates the Necrotic Response after BDL
NK cells are the main source of TRAIL (Supplementary
Figure 3), which mediates their antifibrogenic effect by
promoting HSC death.10 Conversely, previous work descri-
bed that TRAIL has a main role in mediating cholestatic liver
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injury.14 In this line, here we describe that TRAIL depletion
notably attenuated the chronic damaging phenotype found
in GNMT� /� mice (Figure 2). Finally, inhibition of NK1.1þ

cells and specifically of TRAIL-producing NK cells efficiently
protected the liver against severe injury and fibrosis in
GNMT� /� mice after BDL (Figures 4 and 5).

Figure 4 NK1.1þcell depletion protects the liver of GNMT� /� mice against BDL-induced liver damage and fibrosis. (a) Kaplan–Meier survival curve

evidencing the beneficial impact of NK1.1þcell depletion after BDL. (b) Serum transaminase and billirubin analysis, (c) H&E staining, and TUNEL assay on

liver sections showing lower liver injury after BDL in NK1.1/GNMT� /� mice. (d) Further quantification of necrotic areas on H&E sections and caspase-3

activity on whole-liver extracts confirmed these data. (e) IHC using an aSMA Ab and Sirius Red staining and (f) further quantification evidenced reduced

fibrosis in NK1.1/GNMT� /� mice. (g) qPCR analysis of aSMA, collagen1A1, TLR9, and DR5 expression. (h) WB analysis showing lower pJNK expression in

NK1.1/GNMT� /� mice after BDL. n¼ 5–7. *Po0.05; **Po0.01; ***Po0.001 (GNMT� /� vs NK1.1/GNMT� /� ). Error bars represent s.d.
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Overall, in order to better delineate the implication of
TRAIL during fibrogenesis in the pathological context of
GNMT deficiency we next performed BDL in TRAIL� /� /
GNMT� /� mice. Liver fibrosis was significantly attenuated

in TRAIL� /� /GNMT� /� animals when compared with
GNMT� /� mice 21 days after BDL (Figures 6a–c, Supple-
mentary Figure 6A). In addition, TLR9 was significantly less
expressed in the double-KO mice, supporting lower activa-

Figure 5 Specific NK cell inhibition with ASIALO protects the liver of GNMT� /� mice from BDL-liver injury and fibrosis. (a) aSMA IF (left panels) and

Sirius red staining (right panels), further quantification using the FRIDA software and (b) qPCR of aSMA, collagen1A1, and TLR9 expression evidenced

the significantly lower fibrosis in ASIALO/GNMT� /� after BDL. (c) Kaplan–Meier survival curve showing improved animal survival in ASIALO/GNMT� /�

mice compared with GNMT� /� animals after BDL. (d) Analysis of serum transaminases and bilirubin, (e) H&E staining (left panels), and TUNEL assay

(right panels) showed an evident reduction of liver injury in ASIALO/GNMT� /� mice after BDL. (f) Quantification of necrotic areas in H&E-stained liver

sections after BDL showing less necrosis in ASIALO/GNMT� /� mice. (g) qPCR analysis of DR5 expression on liver samples and (h) lower

phosphorylation of JNK detected with western blot analysis evidenced lower activation of the DR5-mediated cell death response in ASIALO/GNMT� /�

mice after BDL. n¼ 5–7. **Po0.01 (GNMT� /� vs ASIALO/GNMT� /� ). Error bars represent s.d.
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tion of HSC after BDL (Supplementary Figure 6B). Surpris-
ingly, despite the obvious attenuation in liver fibrosis
exerted by TRAIL depletion, BDL led to a similar lethality of
TRAIL� /� /GNMT� /� mice, mainly occurring within the
first days after surgery (Figure 6d). Further analysis showed
that mortality of TRAIL� /� /GNMT� /� mice correlated
with severe liver necrosis, especially at 3 days after BDL
(Figures 6e and g upper panel). Interestingly, hepatocyte
apoptosis was attenuated at 3, 7, and 14 days after BDL in
TRAIL� /� /GNMT� /� mice (Figure 6f and g lower panel).
Accordingly, with increased necrosis and lower apoptosis, we
found less FADD expression in TRAIL� /� /GNMT� /� mice
after BDL when compared with GNMT� /� and WT animals

(Figure 6h). In addition, we observed reduced expression
of DR5 in livers from the double-KO mice after BDL
(Figure 6i).

In vitro assays confirmed the higher susceptibility to ne-
crosis conferred by TRAIL depletion in GNMT� /� mice.
Thus, isolated hepatocytes from TRAIL� /� /GNMT� /�

mice showed lower survival after deoxycholic acid treatment,
similar to GNMT� /� cells, when compared with cultured
GNMTþ /þ cells (Supplementary Figure 7A). Interestingly,
despite comparable low survival, caspase-3 activity in
TRAIL� /� /GNMT� /� cells was significantly lower than in
GNMT� /� hepatocytes after DCA and comparable to WT
cells (Supplementary Figure 7B). Finally, we found higher

Figure 6 TRAIL deficiency in GNMT� /� mice attenuates fibrogenesis after BDL but shifts cell death from apoptosis to necrosis. (a) TRAIL� /� /

GNMT� /� mice show significantly lower fibrosis than GNMT� /� mice after BDL as shown by IF using an aSMA Ab, Sirius Red staining, and further

quantification. (b) Kaplan–Meier curve showing an overall comparable death rate after BDL in TRAIL� /� /GNMT� /� mice compared with

GNMT� /�animals. (c) H&E staining and (g) further quantification (upper panel), (d) TUNEL assay and (g) Caspase3 activity (lower panel) of liver extracts

showing lower apoptotic cell death but profuse necrosis in TRAIL� /� /GNMT� /� mice after BDL. (h) WB analysis showing lower FADD in TRAIL� /� /

GNMT� /� mice after BDL. (i) qPCR showing lower DR5 expression in TRAIL� /� /GNMT� /� mice 14 days after BDL. n¼ 5–7. *Po0.05; **Po0.01;

***Po0.001 (TRAIL� /� /GNMT� /� vs GNMT� /� ).
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expression of RIP1 and RIP3 in TRAIL� /� /GNMT� /� cells
exposed to DCA compared with GNMT� /� cells
(Supplementary Figure 7C).

Overall, our data show that TRAIL deficiency in
GNMT� /� hepatocytes promotes a shift from apoptosis
toward necrotic cell death. Moreover, our data suggest that
TRAIL has a main role during fibrogenesis by mediating
hepatocyte apoptosis in the pathogenic context of GNMT
deficiency.

In vivo Silencing of DR5 Protects GNMT� /� Mice against
BDL-Induced Liver Injury
Finally, silencing of DR5 in GNMT� /� mice confirmed the
implication of the TRAIL/DR5 axis in mediating liver injury
and further fibrogenesis. Thus, fibrosis was significantly
reduced in ShDR5/GNMT� /� mice as we found lower
aSMA levels and collagen deposition after BDL when com-
pared with GNMT� /� mice (Figure 7a). Low fibrogenesis
after DR5 silencing correlated with an overall significant
improvement in the liver parenchyma of ShDR5/GNMT� /�

mice that showed significantly lower AST, ALT, and bilirubin
serum levels after BDL (Figure 7b). H&E staining, TUNEL
assay, caspase-3 activity, and a survival rate of 90% con-
firmed the liver protection exerted by silencing of DR5 in
GNMT� /� mice (Figures 7c–e).

Overall, these data point to the hepatoprotective effect
of DR5 deletion during BDL-induced liver injury in the
pathogenic context of GNMT deficiency and suggest that
attenuation of both DR5-mediated necrosis and apoptosis
in GNMT� /� mice protects the liver against fibrogenesis
after BDL.

DISCUSSION
Chronic liver injury triggers fibrogenesis, a tissue remodel-
ing and scarring process that leads to cirrhosis and HCC
regardless of disease etiology.5 GNMT, the enzyme that
metabolizes S-adenosylmethionine, is downregulated in
cirrhotic patients from diverse etiologies such as HCV and
alcohol, and is absent in HCC.2 Here, we show that GNMT is
also downregulated during human cholestatic liver disease.
Importantly, we observed that GNMT is reduced both at
initial stages in patients with mild cholestasis and low degree
of ductular alterations as well as in patients with more severe
liver injury before transplantation. These data, together
with previous work describing the lower expression of
GNMT in NAFLD patients,24 support the important role
of GNMT during the pathogenesis of liver disease regardless
of the etiology and suggest a causative role for the deficiency
of GNMT rather than a consequence of altered liver
homeostasis.

In accordance, GNMT-deficient mice develop fibrosis,
cirrhosis, and HCC,3 which make them a valuable tool to
investigate the molecular mechanisms underlying the patho-
genesis of chronic liver disease. We previously described that
in GNMT� /� mice, NK cells had a strong cytotoxic activity

against autologous hepatocytes, which exhibited high
expression of NK cell-activating ligands and TRAILR2/DR5,
evidencing that GNMT deficiency promotes a ‘transformed-
like’ phenotype in hepatocytes.4 In GNMT� /� mice, NK cell
activation led to increased apoptotic cell death, mainly
mediated by TRAIL, which overall contributed to the
inflammatory environment, distinctive of the progression of
NASH.4 Nonetheless, the role of TRAIL during chronic liver
disease and fibrogenesis in the pathogenic context of GNMT
deficiency was not further investigated. Here, we provide
evidence that NK cells from GNMT� /� mice produce more
TRAIL than WT cells and that depletion of TRAIL in
GNMT� /� mice efficiently protects the liver against the
progression of chronic liver disease characterized by profuse
fibrogenesis. Importantly, the regression of the damaging
phenotype in TRAIL� /� /GNMT� /� mice correlated with a
lower activation of the NK1.1þ cell compartment and an
overall restoration of the percentage of NK cells that reached
comparable levels to WT animals.

NK and NKT cells have a differential role during fibro-
genesis. Generally, whereas NKT cells are considered as
pro-fibrogenic,8 NK cells are commonly described as
antifibrogenic as they induce HSC death through TRAIL
and RAE1/NKG2D (reviewed inGao25). However, NK cell-
mediated HSC death strongly depends on the activation
status of the latter. Thus, NK cells kill early- but not fully
activated HSC due to the loss of expression of RAE1 over
time.9 Similarly, HSC activated by phagocytosis of apoptotic
bodies are resistant to TRAIL-mediated cell death.26 Moreover,
TRAIL has been described as a mediator of cholestatic liver
injury in mice and a contributor to chronic cholestatic liver
disease in humans through bile duct destruction.11–14 Taking
all these together, the concurrence of a damaging phenotype
progressing to fibrosis with strong activation/cytotoxicity of
NK cells found in the context of GNMT deficiency is
somewhat intriguing. Thus, we aimed to elucidate the
implication of NK cells during fibrogenesis in the patho-
genic context of GNMT deficiency. We convincingly show
that fibrosis progresses in the context of NK cell activation
and that specific inhibition of NK cells efficiently protects the
liver against BDL injury/fibrosis in the absence of GNMT.
Our data in TRAIL� /� /GNMT� /� mice further support
the role of TRAIL during fibrogenesis in GNMT-deficient
hepatocytes as mediators of hepatocyte apoptotic death.
Interestingly, whereas transient amelioration of TRAIL in
ASIALO/GNMT� /� mice efficiently protected the liver
against BDL-acute injury, persistent blockade of apoptosis
in TRAIL� /� /GNMT� /� mice promoted a high suscep-
tibility to BDL-induced necrotic cell death. The shift from
apoptosis to necrotic cell death is in accordance with pre-
vious work showing that persistent inhibition of apoptosis
through genetic caspase-8 depletion sensitizes the liver to
RIP1/3-mediated necrotic cell death.27 The expression of
FADD; the endogenous inhibitor of RIP-mediated necrosis28

was found to be low in TRAIL� /� /GNMT� /� livers,
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further supporting the increased incidence of BDL-induced
necrosis. Accordingly, TRAIL� /� /GNMT� /� hepatocytes
were susceptible to necrotic rather than to apoptotic cell
death in response to BA. Furthermore, our present data
support the selective activation of HSC through phagocytosis

of apoptotic hepatocytes (reviewed in Mehal and Imaeda29),
as fibrogenesis was impaired in TRAIL� /� /GNMT� /� mice
despite severe necrotic cell death and the potential pro-
survival environment for HSC in a TRAIL-free context.
Interestingly, protection against BDL-induced liver injury

Figure 7 In vivo silencing of DR5 in GNMT� /� mice attenuates fibrosis protecting the liver against BDL-induced injury. (a) IF using aSMA Ab and Sirius

Red staining and qPCR analysis of aSMA and Collagen 1A1 showed lower fibrosis in ShDR5/GNMT� /� mice. (b) Serum transaminases and bilirubin

were lower in ShDR5/GNMT� /� mice compared with GNMT� /� mice after BDL. (c) H&E staining (left panels) and (d) further quantification (upper

panel), (c) TUNEL assay (right panels), and (d) quantification of caspase-3 activity (lower panel) showed an obvious attenuation of both necrotic and

apoptotic cell death in ShDR5/GNMT� /� mice. (e) Kaplan–Meier curve showing increased survival of ShDR5/GNMT� /� mice compared with GNMT� /�

littermates. n¼ 5–7. *Po0.05; **Po0.01; ***Po0.001 (GNMT� /� vs ShDR5/GNMT� /� ). Error bars represent s.d.
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and fibrogenesis in GNMT� /� mice after depletion of NK
cells and in TRAIL� /� /GNMT� /� mice all correlated with
downregulation of DR5. These data support previous work
highlighting the feedback regulation of ligand and receptor.30

Finally, in vivo DR5 silencing protected the GNMT-deficient
liver against BDL injury, pointing to DR5 as a key mediator
of fibrogenesis by means of hepatocyte death and further
HSC activation, rather than acting as an antifibrotic agent
causing HSC apoptosis. This antifibrogenic effect likely
occurs in the pathological context of GNMT deficiency as,
accordingly with the antifibrogenic role of DR5 as a mediator
of HSC death, in vivo silencing of DR5 in WT animals led to
increased fibrogenesis after BDL in these healthy animals
(data not shown).

Cell death triggers the inflammatory response in the liver,
which is followed by tissue remodeling and fibrogenesis.
Previous work highlighted the implication of KCs during
fibrogenesis in different experimental models.20 KCs are
recruited to the sites of inflammation and contribute to HSC
activation, promoting liver fibrosis as part of the wound
healing and regeneration process after injury.21 Interestingly,
despite increased fibrosis found in the context of GNMT
deficiency, KCs were poorly activated after BDL suggesting a
negative regulatory feedback with NK cells. Accordingly,
depletion of NK cells partially restored the activation of KC,
which was, nevertheless, insufficient to trigger fibrogenesis in
GNMT� /� livers likely due to the (transient) absence of
TRAIL-cell death. The higher presence of KC in the liver of
WT animals that was stimulated with poly I:C (which
activates NK cells) would suggest that the attenuation of KC
activation in the presence of activated NK cells is restricted to
the context of GNMT absence (data not shown). Overall, it is
tempting to speculate that due to the absence of KC
activation found in GNMT� /� mice, removal of apoptotic
cell debris by HSC may further contribute to their activation
and fibrogenic activity. The increased expression of TLR9
consistently observed in GNMT� /� mice supports this
mechanism, as DNA from mammalian apoptotic cells
promotes phagocytosis in HSC,7 which readily become
activated and resistant to TRAIL/DR5-mediated death.26

In summary, we here describe that NK cells mediate severe
liver injury, further leading to fibrosis through the TRAIL/
DR5 axis in the context of absence of GNMT. We propose
that this undergoes through (i) NK cell-mediated direct
apoptotic killing of GNMT-deficient hepatocytes by TRAIL,
which further triggers an inflammatory response that (ii)
activates HSC-mediated fibrogenesis. In accordance, we here
show that both NK cell inhibition and overall depletion of
TRAIL significantly attenuates liver injury after BDL and
further HSC activation and consequent fibrogenesis in
GNMT� /� mice. Ultimately, silencing of DR5 also protected
the liver against hepatocyte cell death and further fibrogen-
esis in the absence of GNMT. These data are of relevance as
GNMT deficiency occurs in chronic human liver disease re-
gardless of the etiology. Moreover, we here show that even at

early stages of human liver (cholestatic) disease, when fibrosis
is still not prominent, GNMT expression is low. These data,
together with previous work showing attenuation of GNMT
expression during NAFLD,24 support the essential role of
GNMT in maintaining liver homeostasis and preventing liver
disease.

Overall, our present study provides new insights on the
implication of TRAIL-producing NK cells in mediating
liver injury and fibrogenesis when GNMT is absent. This
knowledge may facilitate the development of potential ther-
apeutic strategies based on NK cell inactivation to counteract
hepatocyte injury in the pathogenic context of GNMT defi-
ciency, a scenario that is critical for the progression from
chronic to end-stage liver disease. Finally, our work under-
lines the importance of carefully assessing the molecular
context of liver disease before proposing therapeutic strate-
gies to counteract fibrogenesis in cirrhotic patients from
different etiologies.

Supplementary Information accompanies the paper on the Laboratory

Investigation website (http://www.laboratoryinvestigation.org)
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